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Abstract 

This  paper  presents  an  alternative  design  of 
a  three  degrees  of  freedom  manipulator  based  on 
the concept  of  in-parallel  actuated  mechanism. 
The  manipulator  has  two  degrees  of  orientation 
freedom  and  one  degree  of  translatory  freedom. 
The basic  kinematic  equations  for  use of the 
manipulator  are  derived  and  the  influences  of  the 
physical  constraints  on  the  range  of  motion  in 
the  practical  design  are  discussed.  Several 
possible  applications  which  include  the  in- 
parallel  mechanism as part of the  manipulation 
system  are  suggested. 

Introduction 

Industrial  robots  have  traditionally  been 
used as  general-purpose  positioning  devices  and 
are  anthropomorphic  open  chain  mechanisms  which 
generally  have  the  links  actuated  in  series.  The 
open  kinematic  chain  manipulators  usually  have 
longer  reach,  larger  workspace  and  more  dextrous 
maneuverability  in  reaching  small  space. 
However,  the  cantilever-like  manipulator  is 
inherently  not  very  rigid  and  has  poor  dynamic 
performance  at  high  speed  and  high  dynamic 
loading  operating  conditions. 

Recently,  some  efforts  have  been  directed 
towards  the  investigation  of  alternative 
manipulator  designs  based  on  the  concepts  of 
closed  kinematic  chain  due  to  the  following 
advantages as compared  to  the  traditional  open 
kinematic  chain  manipulators;  namely,  more  rigid 
and  accurate due to  the  lack  of  cantilever-like 
structure,  high  force/torque  capacity  for  the 
number  of  actuators  as  the  actuators  are  arranged 
in  parallel  rather  than  in  series,  and  relatively 
simpler  inverse  kinematics  which  is  an  advantage 
in real-time  on-line computer  control. The 
closed  kinematic  chain  manipulators  have 
potential  applications  where  the  demand  on 
workspace  and  maneuverability  is  low  but  the 
dynamic  loading  is  severe  and  high  speed  and 
precision  motion  are  of  primary  concerns. 
Typical  examples  of  in-parallel  mechanism  are 
camera  tripod  and  six  degrees  of  freedom  Steward 
platform  which isl originally  designed as  an 
aircraft  simulator  and  later as  a  robot 
wrist ? Various  applications  of  the  Steward 
platform  have  beep  investigated  for use in 
mechanized  assembly  and  for  use as a compliance 
device ’. Significant  effort  has  been  directed 

towards  tendon  actuated  in-parallel 
manipulators 4,5 which  have  the  advantages  of  high 
force to  weight  ratio. A systematic revietr on 
possible  alternative  in-parallel  mechanisms  and 
other  combinations  in  which  part  of  the 
manipulator  is ser’al and  part  parallel  have  been 
addressed  by  Hunt ‘and  by Fichter  and McDowell’~ 
The  kinematics and  practical  design  consideration 
have  been  discussed  in  technical  literature8’ 

The  manipulation  approach  analyzed  in  this 
paper  is  based  on  an  in-parallel  actuated  tripod- 
like  manipulator  which  has  two  degrees  of 
orientation  freedom  and  one  degree  of  translatory 
freedom. The purpose  of  this  investigation  is to 
develop an analytical  method  and  systematic 
design  procedures  to  analyze  the  basic 
kinematics.  The  influences  of  the  physical 
constraints  on  the  practical  design  imposed  by 
the  limits  of  the  ball  joints  and  the  links  on 
the  kinematics  are  discussed. 

Kinematics  equations  for  the  three  degrees of 
freedom  in-parallel  actuated  manipulator 

A schematic  of an in-parallel  manipulator  is 
shown  in  Fig. 1. The  manipulator  consists  of  an 
upper  platform  which  houses  the  driving  mechanism 
of  the  gripper,  three  extensible  links  and  a  base 
platform. The  upper  platform  is  connected  to  the 
links  by  means  of  ball joints whi.ch  are  equally 
spaced  at 120 degrees  and  at a  radius  r  from  the 
center  of  the  upper  platform.  The  other  ends  of 
the  links  are  connected  to  the  base  platform 
through  equally  spaced  pin joints at a  radius R 
from  the  center  of  the  base  platform.  By  varying 
the  link  lengths,  the  upper  platform  can  be 
manipulated with  respect  to  the  base  platform. 

A base  Cartesian  co-ordinate  frame XIZ is 
fixed at  the center  of  the  base  platform  with  the 
Z axis  pointing  vertically  upward  and  the X axis 
pointing  towards  the  pin  joint 1, PI. Similarly, 
a  co-ordinate  frame  xyz is  assigned  to  the  center 
of  the  upper  platform,  with  the z  axis  normal  to 
the  platform  and  the x  axis  pointing  towards  the 
ball-  joint 
pin  joints 

R 

P I =  [ o  
0 

!; %i frame  are: Hence,  the  coordinates of the 
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X 
Figure I .  Schematic of a 3 degree-of-freedom 

in-parallel  actuated  mechanism 

and  coordinates  of  the  ball  joints  in  xyz  frame 
are: 

The coordinate  frame  xyz  with  respect  to  the  base 
coordinate  frame XYZ can  be  described  by  the 
homogeneous  transformation [ T I :  

L o  0 0 1 1  

where  (xc,  yc, zc)T describes  the  position  of  the 

origin  of  the  xyz  frame  and  the  orientation 

vectors (n19 n2, n,) , (ol ,  02, 0,) and (al9 a2' 
T T 

are  the  directional  cosines of the  axes x, y 

and z  with  respect  to  the  base  frame XYZ. A s  the 
unit  vectors g .  2 and 5 form a  orthonormal  set, 
there  are  six  constraint  equations on the  nine 
elements,  i.e. 

J 
The Cartesian  position of the  ball  joints  with 
respect  to  the  base  frame XYZ can  be  expressed  as: 

where  the  vectors B and b. describe  the  position i 
vectors of ith  ball  joint  with  respect  to  the 
base frame XYZ and  frame  xyz  respectively.  The 
length of the  link,  which is equai  to  the  distance 
between  the  ith  ball  joint  and the ith  pin  joint, 
is: 

+ (-n2p - 13 o,p + 2yC + 0) 2 

+ (-n,p - 0 03p + 2 Z C )  2 I ( 8 )  

- 

where p = E , 

I. = - i = 1, 2,  3 'i 
i X '  

AS the  links  P1B1'  P2B2  and P B3  are  constrained 
by the  pin  joints  to  move  in d e  planes, y = 0, y 
= - 9 7  X and y = + \3 x respectively,  the 
constraint  equations  imposed by the  pin  joints 
are, 

0 p + Y c = O  2 

By  adding  Equations  (10)  and (11) and  subtracting 
Equation ( l o )  from  Equation  (11)  respectively,  the 
constraint  equations  (10)  and (11) can  be 
simplified  as: 
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n2 = o1 (12)  

As  Equation  (12)  imposes  an  orientatidn  constraint 
in  addition  to  that  described  in  Equation ( 4 ) ,  
therefore  only  two  of  nine  directional  cosines  are 
independent.  Equations (9) and  (13)  relates X 
and  Y to the directional  cosines.  Hence,  thg 
manipkator has  only  two  freedoms  in  orientation 
and  one  freedam  in  Cartesian  position. 

Equations ( 6 ) ,  ( 7 )  and ( 8 )  are  the  inverse 
kinematic  equations  which  define  the  actuating 
length  of the links  for  a  prescribed  position  and 
orientation  of  the  moving  platform.  To  compute 
the  link  lengths  using  Equations ( 6 )  - ( 8 1 ,  both 
the position  and  orientation  of  the  moving  frame, 
i.e. six  variables,  must be  defined. As the 
system  has  three  degrees  of  freedom,  only  three  of 
the six position/orientation  variables  are 
independent  and  the  remaining  dependent  variables 
must  be  calculated  from  Equations ( 5 ) ,  (9),  (12) 
and  (13). 

A more compact  form  of  solutions  for  the 
link  lengths  can  be  obtained  by  expressing  the 
directionah  cosines  in  terms  of Z-Y-2 Euler  angles 
( a ,  ~ , ” y >  as: 

a = Atan2(a 2’ (14) 

p = AtanZd-,  a,>  (15) 

y = Atan2(03,  -nl)  (16) 

where 0 < j3 < TI. 

Equation  (12)  becomes: 

a + y = n n  n = 0, 21, 22. ( 1 7 )  

Mathematically,  two  possible  sets  of  link  lengths 
for  a  specified  set  of a ,  B and Z can be obtained 
depending  on  whether  n  is  even & odd. A s  there 
are  physical  constraints  imposed  by  the  limits  of 
the  ball joints, only  n  equal  to zero is 
physically  realizable.  Hence,  Equations  (13) ana 
(9)  becomes 

where  C = cos f,, S = s i n  2a, and C = cos 2a. 
The  captesian  posizyon, X and ita, can  be 
expressed  graphically as  a  function  gf a and P -  
The constant  cos p plots  are  essentially  a  family 
of concentric  circles  with  the  radii  linearly 
proportional  to  trigonometric  cosines  of p and  the 
constant a plots  are  a  family  of  straight  radial 
lines  originating  from  the  origin with  the  slopes 

equal  to tan(-2a). The  algebraic  sign of  X  and 
Y depends on the  value  of 2a. 

The link  lengths  in  terms of Euler  angles 
are: 

L2 = 1 + p2 + x2 + Y; + 2; - 2xc 1 

L 2 = 1 + p 2 + x ; + Y ~ + z ; + x c - n Y c  2 

L g = l + p  2 2 2 2 2  + X c + Y c + Z c + X c + n Y c  

2 2  1 
- PICaCB + sa + \rs casa (CP - 1)][XC + 

where S = sin a ,  C = cos a and S = sin p. 
Hence,  the  independent  variables  are a, p and Z 
and  the  dependent  variables y ,  X  and Yc are 
defined  in  Equations (17) ,  (18)  and 119) 

respectively. 

c1 a P 

Forward  Kinematics 

The  inverse  kinematic  discussed  in  previous 
section  must  generally  be  computed on-line for 
real  time  trajectory  control  of  the  manipulator. 
In  dynamic  analysis of the  manipulator,  both  the 
forward  kinematic  which  transforms  the  given 
actuator  coordinates  to  Cartesian  coordinates  and 
the  inverse  kinematic  are  necessary.  The  forward 
kinematic  involves  solving  the  six  simultaneous 
equations  for  the  position/orientation  in  terms  of 
the given  line  lengths.  An  alternative  method to 
solve  for  the  forward  kinematics  can  be  derived  by 
noting  the  fact  that  the in-parallel  actuated 
manipulator  is  essentially  a  structure f o r  given 
link  lengths. 

The  angles 0 0 and 0 are defined to  be 
the  angles  between &;e finks L1: L2 and  L3  and  the 
base  platform  respectively. As the  distance 
between  any  two  adjacent  ball  joints  is \ 3  r, 8. 
can  be  related  to L implicitly  using  Equation (53 
as : i 
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L + L~ + 3 - 3p + L ~ L ~  cosel case - ~ L ~ L  2 2  2 
1 2 

- 3~~  cOsel - 3~,, cose2 = o (23) 
L 

L t L~ t 3 - 3p2 + L ~ L ~  case, cose3 - ~ L ~ L  2 2  
2 

- 3~ case - 3~ case = o (24) 2 2 3 3 

L + L~ + 3 - 3p + L L COS e3 cosel '- ZL, 2 2  2 
3 3 1  

- 3~ cose3 - 3~  cosel = o (25) 3 1 

where  the  coordinates  of  the  ball  joints  with 
respect  to  the  base  frame are: 

xbl = 1 - L~ case 1 
Ybl = 0 

Zbl = L sin0 1 1 

x,2 = - (1 - L~ 

yb2 = + 5 (1 - L case,) \5 

1 

2 L 

Zb2 = L, sin0 - 2 

1 Xb3 = - - (1 - L~ cod3) 

'b3 

Zb3 = L sine 

= - q (1 - L,, cod3) 

3  3 

( 2 6 )  

As  the  ball  joints  are  placed  at  the  vertices of 
an equilateral  triangle,  the  Cartesian  position  or 
the  origin of the  moving frame,  which  is 
essentially  the  centroid  of  the  triangle,  can  be 
determined  as: 

1 3 x  
x = -  E -  

1 bi 
c 3 .  R 

1=1 

(29) 

The  orientation  can  be  calculated  using  Equations 
(17) - (19). 

Physical  Constraints 

The  equations  derived  above  are  for  the 
general  position/orientation  of  the  moving 
platform.  However,  in  the  design of a practical 
manipulator,  there  are  physical  constraints  such 
as the  limits of  the  ball  joints  and  the  actuating 

link  lengths.  Unlike  the  constraints  imposed  by 
the  pin  joints  which  limit  the  effective  degrees 
of  freedom, the physical  constrains  discussed  in 
this  section  primarily  limit  the  range  of  motion. 

Fig. 2 shows  a  typical  cross-section  of 

m 

symmetry / 

Figure 2. Schematic of the  ball j o i n t s  
with  respect  to  moving  platform. 

ball and socket  joints  where $I. is  the  angle 
between  the  axis  of  symmetry  of  thk  ball  joint  and 
the  link. The maximum  angle of ball  joints, 
has  significant  influence on the  orientation of 'ma, * 

moving  platform. The following  derivation  aims to 
express the angle $Ii as  a  function of  the 
Cartesian  position/orlentation  of  the  moving 
platform.  If  the  normal  vector, 8 , of a plane 
containing  the  ball  joints  is: 

N = C I + C J t C K  1- 2- 3- (30) 

and the  equation  of  the  corresponding  plane  is: 
A x + A y + A z = d  1 2 3 (31) 

we have 
- -  E = B B x B2B3 1 2  ( 3 2 )  

where  B B and B B3 are  the  line  vectors  directed 
from  b$l$ joings B1  to  B2  and E2 to  B3 
respectively.  With  the  Cartesian  coordinates of 
the ball  joints  given  in  Equations (51, the 
components of the  normal  vector E can  then  be 
determined  as: 

\ 

C = __ r (n203 - o 3\E 2 
1 2  

(33) 

As  the  sockets  of  the  ball  joints  are  rigidly 
attached  to  the  moving  platform,  the  axis  of 
symmetry of each  socket  intersects  the  normal of 
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the  plane  at m. The equation  of the line  along 
the  normal  and  passing  through  the  point  (xc, 
and z ) is: YC 

x - x  
c - y  - y c  - z - z  

C 
(34) 

c2 c3 
By  defining the  unit  vector  components  such  that: 

Equation  (34) can  be  re-written as: 

x - x  m c - y m - y c -  m c -  
A1 *2  A3 

z - z  
Dm I ( 3 6 )  

Hence,  the  Cartesian  coordinates  of  m  can  be 
obtained  as: 

1 
m c + AIDm 1 x = x  

Ym = Yc + A2Dm 

m c + A3Dm J 
1 

z = z  

(37) 

Similarly,  the  equation of the  line  passing 
through  ith  ball  joint  and  ith  pin  joint is: 

where  i = 1,2,3. 

Hence,  the  angle  between  the  lines  described  by 
Equations  (34)  and  (38)  is: 

Cl Zc = 1.25 

A z = 2.00 

Figure 3.  X-Y  plots of the  work  envelope of the 
in-parallel  actuated  mechanism. 

It is noted  that  the  range  of  motion  is 
primarily  limited  by  the  maximum  angle  of  the  ball 
joints  except in  the  proximity  of  the  minimum  and 
maximum Z . Fig. 4 shows  that  the value of D has 
a  signifigant  influence  on  the  size  and  shape  m of 
the  work  envelop. The  simulation  output  is  useful 
in  determining  the  range  of  motion  and 
understanding  the  size  and  shape of work  envelop. 
It  also  serves  as  a  means  of  sizing the  practical 
design  parameters. 

cos @. = 
z_ 

[(xm - Xbi)(Xbi - XPi) + 'Y, - Ybi)(Ybi - Ypi) 

+ (z,,, - abi)(zbi - z ) I  Pi 

where  i = 1, 2, 3  and 0 < @i < @max/2. 

A simulation of the  kinematics of the  three 
degrees of freedom  in-parallel  actuated A Dm = 1.25~ 
manipulator  has  been  written to investigate  the 
range  of  motion  limited by the  ball  joints  and  the Dm = 1.75R 
links. The simulation  is  done  for  an X-Y plane 
with Z held  constant. The  simulation  shows  the 
extremgs of the X and Yc for  a  given  design.  An 
example of the sirkation output  is  shown  in  Fig. 
3 for  the  following  configuration.  Minimum  and 100 xc 
maximum  link  lengths  are R and  3R  respectively,  Figure  4a.  X-Z  plots of the  work  envelope of the 

'max is 45 degrees  and Dm = 1.75. in-parallel  actuated  mechanism. 

-1.5 -1.0 -0.5 
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n prototype  design  and  evaluation  in an industrial 
environment  and  computer  control  scheme 
development. 
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